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Mr. John Allen Chalk  
Lexington, Tennessee

Dear John Allen:

Thanks for your payment of $35.00, paying your account in full.

We shall be very glad to have you continue to sell for us. It seems the price will advance on TALKING BIBES to $24.95 September 15th. The new stock will be "up", but I still have a nice supply of old stock which will continue to sell at old price. But when I must replace it will be higher.

I hope you continue in Freed-Hardeman College. While it is a hard blow to lose Brother Van Dyke, Brother Dixon will be more active in teaching and the ability, enthusiasm and even scholarship of Don Gardner must not be taken lightly. Don is a very capable man and will acquit himself well. He will be loved and admired by the students and will wield a tremendous influence over the students.

Unfortunately scholarship is some times not accompanied by common sense, tolerance, patience, love of the brethren and a host of other graces that might take a person to heaven - and I'm afraid scholarship (alone) certainly would not!!

Annette will enter FHC next month, her roommate will be a very fine young lady from Canada, whom we have known for several years - Patt Wismer.

Wishing you the best of everything good, I am

In Christian love,

Hugo Allmond